
Building your life around LOVE makes sense. 
 

Love ↔ Link  = Love ↔ VOCATION:   
• Love empowers your VOCATION (V) and calling.  • Believe it! 

 
THE TRUTH ABOUT YOUR VOCATION:  • It is hard to be happier than one who gets paid for what they 

feel “called” to do.  • To God, your value does not come from your accomplishments, position, or 
job status, but to society it often does.  • Regardless of your vocation, even if you feel trapped in it, 
you can always find some meaning and purpose in it if you look hard enough.  • More education 
and higher pay do not guarantee your vocation will be a success.  • Most people pick their job or 
profession by choosing what pays (or potentially will pay) the most.  They often forget to consider 
their purpose and what they enjoy.  • More enjoyment in your work with less pay is often a better 
career than more pay with little enjoyment in your work.  • Matching skills, preferences, 
experiences, and capacities with a work position is the most common way people are hired.  The 
assumption is that a “good match” makes a “good employee”.  • A perfect job-person match does 
not assure a successful career. • When a person feels called to a certain work, the work conditions, 
pay, hours, and risks matter less.  • A calling brings more satisfaction and reward than pay, power, 
or position, but they can all be present, too.  • It is a mistake to rank a person’s worth or value by 
looking at the vocation they have. • Love empowers your VOCATION (V) and calling.  Believe it! 

TAKING ACTION:  Discovering what you enjoy, and are especially good at doing, is usually a good first 
step toward finding a purposeful vocation.  Taking a job just because it pays well is not always the 
best step, because it steals time from your life.  If you do this, make sure you plan to use the 
resources to invest in your future career/calling.  A better first step is to consider letting God direct 
your life’s work by searching to see if you are called to do something unique, no matter how big or 
small.  God knows where he needs you most and how to meet all your needs.  Not all callings are 
vocational, so think of other tasks he wants you to do for him.  You can change your beliefs! 

LIES:  Life has no meaning.  I cannot accomplish anything of value.  I am a failure.  Don’t believe them! 
 
❶ Make a list of the jobs, tasks, or professions you “would enjoy if you could pursue any 
one you wished”.  ❷ Number your top one or two.   ❸ Write a plan (list needed steps) 
for how you could prepare for each one to become a reality.  Risk asking God for help in 
knowing if these are what would please him.  Then, ask him for guidance 

in preparation.  ❹ Plan for it.  First, make a possible time line with dates.  Second, 
list resources needed.  Third, get counsel.  Fourth, start visualizing your success.  ❺ 
Start where you are.  Make a list of how your current work could fulfill some of these 
wishes for your vocation/calling.  Remember to be content, and make the most where 
you are now, but  - “Never give up, and stay focused!” 
 
HOW & WHY IT WORKS:    • Our calling should ideally be our primary motive for our vocation; knowing that God is 
pleased with what we are doing helps us have purpose and stay focused on the important things in our lives.  • Our 
ability link our vocation with our calling is a major element of our Life-Motivational-Self; even if our work and 

calling are different, we can still have peace if we are obedient to our calling.   • Our vocation is 
part of God-the-Holy Spirit’s image in our lives, which helps us understand our calling.  • We do 
not have to please others to have purpose, just our Creator.  Pleasing him with our life’s work 
brings glory to him, and allows us to find enjoyment in whatever vocation we follow.  • VOCATION 
(V) is our God-Image Element® #7. 

Learn to be 
focused on 

your purpose 
for living. 



 


